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Lao Zi's scientific thoughts are deeply influenced by Chinese traditional
culture.Lao Zi's“Tao Te Ching”is an earlier historical document in the history of
China which involved in scientific thoughts. In the pre Qin period, it is difficult to
explore the universe, nature and other scientific issues in such a comprehensive and
detailed way. “Tao Te Ching”is of great significance in this special age.
Unfortunately, scholars at home and abroad have not given enough attention to
the scientific thoughts. The research angle of view mainly concentrates on Lao Zi's
political science, aesthetics, management science, medicine and so on. Of course,
can not be denied, many scholars already research his scientific thoughts from the
view of nature and science, which has already set foot the piece of fertile land of the
Lao zi's scientific thoughts. However, the study depth and breadth are to be
continued to strengthen.
In this paper, it can be said, we firmly grasp the important key of “Lao Zi”. And
this paper takes two key points as the breakthrough point. The one point is that the
thought of“nature law”is of benefit to ease current the ecological crisis.The other one
is that the scientific thought of“Lao Zi”will promote Chinese traditional culture.This
system of scientific thoughts contains the idea of the cosmology, ecology, ecological
ethics, Chinese health preserving, technology values and so on.On the one hand, I
analyze Lao Zi's scientific thinking mode and expound its position in Taoism
tradition. On the other hand, I analyze the historical position and the times value of
Lao Zi's scientific thoughts.
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